10-knife high-speed cutting cylinder and thin bottom blade give the Ransomes AUTO-CERTES unequalled performance. Reliable 4-stroke engine saves time and temper

Ten hardened steel knives revolving at high speed give 106 cuts per yard. A thin bottom blade gives the closest possible cut. These features, plus very fine adjustments, produce a superb finish faster.

These PLUS features take the AUTO-CERTES even nearer perfection

POWERFUL BRITISH 4-STROKE
New 119 c.c. B.S.A. engine gives reliable service. Guaranteed by Ransomes!

TRANSPORT WHEELS
Power driven! Cushion tyred! Save time and effort in getting from one location to another. Drive to the cutting cylinder can be disengaged when the machine is being transported under power.

SEPARATE CLUTCHES
Separate landroll and cylinder clutches allow machine to continue cutting with landroll drive disengaged.

EASY HEIGHT-OF-CUT ADJUSTMENT
Single-point precision adjustment made in a moment by micro-hand-wheel. Range from one-eighth inch to 1 inch.

LANDROLLS
Tapered at the ends to prevent damage to fine turf. Accurately machined in two parts with differential for easy turning.

Remember! When you invest in a Ransomes machine you buy from a range of mowers which cover all your cutting requirements.

Ask your Ransomes Area Sales and Service Distributor for a demonstration or write to:—

RANSOMES SIMS & JEFFERIES LTD. - IPSWICH
TELEPHONE: IPSWICH 54711 TELEX: No. 18174
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